Measurement Concepts
Kid2Kid Tutorials

No videos for this lesson plan
See our other videos on YouTube.

•

Toys or blocks

•

Pen or markers

•

Worksheets (included)

•

Ruler

•

Balance

Age Group/Grade
Preschool, Kinder, First Grade

Short, long,
and tall

Small,
medium, and
large

No prerequisites
See our other lesson plans at
Kid2kidtutorials.com

Light and

Using a ruler

heavy

and balance

Measurement size
Short and Long / Tall
Using sight

Line up different sized objects. Lay down a longer object above a smaller one (horizontally).
Ask which one is longer
Ask which one is shorter
Continue until they grasp the concept
*Make sure there is a significant size different. Enough for the student to be able to tell which one is longer by just
looking at it.

Now lay the same objects vertically
Ask which one is longer
Ask which one is shorter
Continue until they grasp the concept

Using a ruler

Line up the same objects used for the lesson above
Ask which one is longer
Ask which one is shorter
Now measure with a ruler. Show the student how to correctly line up the objects to a ruler.
Continue until they grasp the concept
*use different measurements like inches, centimeter, millimeter, etc.…
**Ruler in examples are not exact, please use your own ruler for exact measurement. This ruler gives a visual of
which one is longer/shorter.
Now lay the same objects vertically
Measure both with a ruler
Ask which one is longer
Ask which one is shorter
Continue until they grasp the concept

Small, medium, large
Using sight
Layout 3 different objects. One small, one medium, and one large. Ensure that the objects size variance is significant
enough for the student to see the difference.
Arrange them from smallest to largest
Ask them which one is smallest, then ask which is largest. Point out the other one is medium since it is bigger than the
smallest and smaller than the largest.
Mix up the objects and repeat.

Using a ruler

Using the same objects as above have the student measure the items with a ruler then ask them to sort them from
smallest to largest/ largest to smallest.

Measurement weight
Light and heavy
Grab a few objects and a balance scale. I highly recommend the objects are the same weight. Best to use counter or
blocks.
• You can also have the student lift the items as well to feel the difference in weight.
Have the student add one object to one side of the scale and the exact same weight object to the second scale.
Ask if they see a difference is the scale? *There should be no difference it should weigh the same.
Now add one object to one of the scales
Ask if they see a difference is the scale? *There should be a difference
Add another object to the same scale as step 4. There should now be a bigger difference in weight
Continue to add and remove objects from the scales, until the student grasps the concept.

Worksheet Long/Tall and short
Circle the smaller/shorter one.

Draw 3 shapes one short, one long, and one tall

Worksheet small, medium, and large
Write small, medium, and large under the matching picture
1.

2.

3. Draw a 3 objects one small, one, medium, and one large.

Worksheet light and heavy
Note: objects can be different sizes but weigh the same. Look at the balance not the objects to complete the problems below.
Circle the side that is heaviest, if equal circle the entire picture.
1.

2.

3.

Grab a scale and some objects. Write down the weight in the correct boxes then circle the smaller one.
Example: I weighed some blocks on balance a scale. I placed some on the right side and some on the left. The right side
weighed 15 lbs the left side weighed 23 lbs. 15 is less than 23.
15 lbs.

23 lbs.

right

Left

1.

2.

Right

Left

3.

Right
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